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Abstract
School-University Partnerships (SUPs) are long-term collaborations that solve problems of
educational practice, especially those related to teaching and learning practices (TLPs).
Monitoring and evaluation (M&E) are key processes to understand partnership evolution and
its degree of impact (to what extent it solves the target problem of practice) while allowing
for a continuous adaptation of practices, thus increasing the SUP’s chances of sustainability
and success. Despite their importance, SUPs M&E are still challenging for practitioners. Due
to the long timespan and evolving nature of SUPs, the intended changes in TLPs are difficult
to measure. Moreover, practitioners do not have clear guidelines about what to evaluate,
when, and how. In this paper, we reviewed seven frameworks related to the evaluation of
partnerships in education to understand how they are useful in the M&E of SUPs that
improve TLPs. The revision shows that the frameworks only partially address the evaluation
of SUPs that promote TLPs. They focus on specific contexts (i.e., pre-service teachers),
phases of development (early stages), or processes (i.e., collaboration) within a partnership.
There is thus a need for a holistic, more complete framework that guides practitioners to
evaluate both the collaboration and the outcomes of SUPs throughout their lifecycle (i.e.,
since SUPs initiation until their sustainability). We try to fill this gap by proposing a rationale
for an evaluation framework to guide the evaluation of SUPs that improve TLPs. Future
research should focus on developing tools that can be widely used, allowing for the
transferability of practices and knowledge independently of the context.
Keywords: Educational innovations; monitoring and evaluation; evaluation framework;
evaluation of teaching and learning practices; School-University Partnerships.

1.

Introduction

School-University Partnerships (SUPs) are a prominent strategy to foster educational
innovations (Clark, 1988; Coburn et al., 2013). They involve multiple stakeholders in longterm collaborations to solve problems of educational practice (Coburn, et al., 2013). The
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multi-stakeholder nature of SUPs provides benefits to each partner. While teachers are
provided with professional development, students get enhanced instruction that can improve
their learning, and researchers develop further in the field (Stahmer et al., 2015; Imants & van
de Ven, 2011). In general, SUPs have the potential for educational and social innovations as
evidence-based practices are used to adapt processes during SUP’s lifetime (Mclaughlin &
Black-Hawkins, 2007; Handscomb et al., 2014). While SUPs can have multiple aims (e.g.,
teacher professional development, integration of technologies, etc.), we will focus on those
SUPs that focus on improving teaching and learning practices (TLP) because they directly
impact the objective of the education endeavor (Mclaughlin & Black-Hawkins, 2007).
Despite their benefits, SUPs face some challenges. For instance, the long-term commitment
of stakeholders requires sustained efforts to maintain a healthy relationship among them
(Mclaughlin & Black-Hawkins, 2007). Moreover, the sustainability of enhanced TLPs can
fade over time due to structural aspects related to a lack of support or funding (Seels et al.,
2003). Additionally, the complexity of educational change makes it difficult to track and
evaluate the outcomes of SUP in terms of TLPs (Desimone et al., 2016). Moreover, the
evaluation of SUPs over time is particularly challenging, as changes might take time to be
evident (Desimone et al., 2016). The factors affecting the collaboration and thereby the TLP
outcomes might play a different role at different stages of the SUP, for instance, building
trust might be more important at the beginning of the SUP than at the end of it (e.g., Ervin et
al., 2007). Furthermore, the factors to be evaluated in an SUP are not well-defined, which
makes it difficult to develop measurement instruments (Desimone et al., 2016; Martinez et
al., 2014)). Meanwhile, the existing instruments to evaluate SUPs are not widely used, since
they are usually developed ad-hoc to suit the purposes and context of specific SUPs (Fynn et
al., 2020; Desimone et al., 2016). Also, as a consequence of the limited use of existing
instruments to evaluate SUPs, there is a lack of common metrics, making it difficult to assess
the impact of SUPs in different contexts (Clifford & Millar, 2008).
Problems in the evaluation of SUPs pose several challenges to SUP practice. SUPs
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) are needed for making decisions about changes in the
planning and implementation. Yet, it is difficult to adapt processes (i.e., following data
analysis for improvement) without a systematic feedback loop (e.g., results from the
evaluation are to the stakeholders to make decisions based on that, resulting in maintaining positive feedback- or dampening -negative feedback- TLPs). Moreover, putting into practice
research-based changes becomes challenging when practitioners are not aware of the impact
of their practices on student learning, as they cannot modify their practices accordingly
(Durlak, 2015).
By analyzing several existing frameworks, regarding the evaluation of partnerships, we
would have a greater understanding on how to guide practitioners in monitoring and
evaluating their SUPs for TLP. To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic
assessment of existing frameworks in the context of SUPs and educational innovations.
Hence, the goal of this paper is to analyze seven frameworks related to the evaluation of
partnerships and to provide a rationale for their synthesis. Our aim is to understand how have
different frameworks approached the evaluation of partnerships and educational innovations.
In the next section, we overview the notion of SUPs and their lifecycle. Later, section 3
reports on the methods used for the assessment of existing evaluation frameworks. Section 4
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describes the results of our assessment, while section 5 discusses its implications and presents
possible future research avenues in the area of SUPs evaluation.

2.
School-University Partnerships that improve teaching and learning
practices, and their evaluation
2.1. School-University Partnerships to improve teaching and learning practices
SUPs have been defined as long-term collaborations between research and K-12 educational
institutions (Clark, 1988; Coburn et al., 2013) that evolve from initial ideas to changes in
TLPs. While there is a lot of research concerning teacher professional development, the
aspects related to TLPs remain challenging to study due to both the specificity of each SUP
(i.e., goals and context) and difficulties defining what is a successful SUP in terms of TLP
(Stirman et al., 2012, Dhillon, 2013, Markiewicz & Patrick, 2016). SUP lifecycle has been
described as multifaceted. This paper builds on two frameworks (the SURF framework by
Hauth et al., 2019 and the GUSP -Growing University-School Partnerships- framework by
Jones et al., 2016) to considers SUP as evolving through three major phases, Exploration,
Implementation, and Sustainability.
As SUPs are evolving in nature (they entail different processes at different phases during
their development), needing stakeholders to constantly adapt, as individuals and as an
organization to new dynamics (i.e., applying research in the classroom as in Imants & van de
Ven, 2011). As such, M&E contribute to SUP evolution and continuous adaptation by
providing evidence that supports stakeholders’ decision-making (Durlak, 2015). For instance,
as data is gathered and analyzed, stakeholders can decide whether the actual course of action
is to be maintained or changed to meet specific goals (e.g., Imants & van de Ven, 2011).
2.2. Evaluation of School-University Partnerships to improve teaching and learning
practices
M&E have been described as key processes for the effective development of educational
initiatives, as they attest to the overall value derived from them while informing a program
planning and design (Markiewicz & Patrick, 2016, Durlak, 2015). While monitoring has been
defined as the ongoing process of gathering information as a basis for management decisions,
evaluation is a systematic process of gathering information about specific aspects of a
specific educational system (Scheerens et al., 2003). In the context of SUPs that improve
TLPs, monitoring has been done through regular meetings between the evaluation team to
make decisions based on the results from the periodical evaluations (e.g., Ervin et al., 2007).
M&E are important processes to assess the extent to which an SUP actually solves the target
problem of practice (Durlak, 2015). Thereby, a valid and reliable evaluation, allows the SUP
community to improve TLPs and establish successful education systems (Markiewicz &
Patrick, 2016). Moreover, having evaluation tools (i.e., frameworks, instruments, checklists,
etc.) that can be widely used by the community, allows us to understand the level of
advancement in the field, as we share common indicators, and to transfer good practices to
different contexts (Clifford & Millar, 2008; Scherer, 2009). The availability of M&E
frameworks supports practitioners’ accountability and guides organizational learning in the
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SUP (Markiewicz & Patrick, 2016).Despite the benefits and importance of M&E for SUP
development, SUPs still struggle to evaluate their processes throughout their lifecycle, and
more research is needed on this matter (Desimone et al., 2016). For instance, research in SUP
M&E has focused very often on implementation (Walsh & Backe, 2013). In consequence,
processes happening in the earlier exploration phase remain unmonitored and cannot explain
implementation dynamics (Walsh & Backe, 2013). Similarly, the lack of sustainability
studies prevents practitioners from understanding the long-term impacts of their SUPs on
TLPs (Walsh & Backe, 2013; Teitel, 2001). Moreover, there is a greater need for research
about the impact (i.e., outcome) evaluation of SUPs that improve TLPs (Walsh & Backe,
2013). Considering how important are the continuous M&E processes to SUPs (Durlak,
2015, Panirsilvam, 2017), we assessed several partnership evaluation frameworks, to identify
how they overlap, and to discuss how they could be synthesized in the future.

2.

Methodology

3.1. Selected frameworks from literature review
We performed a systematic literature review in October 2019, that aimed to understand the
evaluation of SUPs that improve TLPs. We first selected six relevant databases in educational
sciences: ERIC, EBSCO, SpringerLink, ScienceDirect, Scopus, and SAGE. To assemble a
consistent corpus of papers, the best-resulting query was: (("Living labs" OR "Universityschool Partnerships" OR "School-University Partnerships" OR "Partnerships in Education")
AND “Education”) AND (“Adoption” OR “Implementation” OR “Sustainability”). From an
initial pool of 5001 papers, that we screened and filtered through an iterative process (based
on predefined inclusion criteria like papers in English that addressed any phase OF A sup that
improves TLPs), we finally selected 100 papers for in-depth review. The whole process and
results are described in Sarmiento-Marquez et al. (under review). From the papers left in the
related work because they didn’t fully comply with the criteria to be analyzed in-depth (i.e.,
they did not present an empirical evaluation of SUPs), we selected four of the frameworks
considered in this paper for further analysis (Henrick et al., 2017; Jones et al., 2016; Ley et
al., 2021; Teitel, 2001). We have chosen frameworks addressing any aspect of M&E (i.e.,
factors to be evaluated, how to evaluate, research instruments) in settings related to
educational innovations or partnerships. Moreover, three additional frameworks (Mattessich
& Johnson, 2018; Diaz et al., 2015; Jacobs, 2000) were identified from the reference lists of
papers in the review. Hence, seven frameworks to evaluate partnerships have been elicited,
and are analyzed in the following sections:


Ley et al. (2021) evaluated their Knowledge Appropriation Model (KAM), to evaluate cocreation processes in SUP, through a five-point Likert scale questionnaire. The model is
divided into three dimensions that explain how teachers Appropriate, Mature, and Scaffold
knowledge in SUPs. Additionally, the model includes teachers’ use of the improved TLPs
with the “Adoption” dimension.
 The Wilder Collaboration Factors Inventory (Mattessich & Johnson, 2018) describes the
factors (grouped in six dimensions) that influence multi-stakeholder collaborations. This
framework was designed for all kinds of multi-stakeholder collaboration contexts and
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includes dimensions such as Environment, Membership Characteristics, Process and
Structure, Communication, Purpose, and Resources.
Henrick et al., (2017) developed the framework “Five dimensions of effectiveness” to
assess research-practice partnership (RPP) effectiveness by considering five dimensions.
The authors considered the partnership relationships, the quality of the research to inform
action, the support to achieve goals, the contribution to educational improvement, and the
capacity of different partners to engage in the collaborative work.
The GUSP framework (Jones et al., 2016), addresses SUP development and activities that
support SUP evaluation in the context of pre-service teacher professional development.
The framework includes components for initiating and sustaining successful partnerships
across three phases of SUP and provides “Action Planning Tools” to support partners’
discussion and negotiation of the phases and components.
The evaluative framework for assessing multi-institutional academic partnership
sustainability (Diaz et al., 2015), focuses on the evaluation of factors (grouped in three
dimensions) influencing the initial phases of partnerships (in general, not only SUPs).
Teitel (2001) presents a conceptual framework for assessing Professional Development
School (PDS) impacts. Such framework groups the expected PDS outcomes into four
categories, suggesting data sources that can guide their evaluation.
Jacobs (2000) presents a framework to guide the evaluation of educational innovations
through a 10-step flow chart that indicates which stakeholders are concerned and which
aspects should be considered.

A comparison of these frameworks is presented as part of section 4.1 below (Table 1).
3.2. Assessment procedure and criteria
We first compared general aspects of the frameworks such as their purpose, context of
development and use, composition and main factors described, the total number of factors
(also known as indicators, constructs, components or steps in some of the frameworks, from
now on called factors), their visual representation, and the structure of the evaluation they
suggest. An overview of such basic descriptive aspects is presented in Table 1 (Section 4.1).
The second step in the assessment consisted of the in-depth analysis of frameworks based on
more specific criteria (described below). These criteria emerged in the field of social and
educational innovations and has been used in education to analyze frameworks (e.g., Kirss et
al., 2020). We adapted the assessment criteria to the purposes of this paper from a literature
review of evaluation frameworks (Fynn et al., 2020). We also considered the criteria of
comprehensiveness from indicator development theory in the area of social policy (Noll
2002), as such standards have been a useful tool for policymakers and school leaders.
Moreover, we integrated criteria from the S.M.A.R.T. (Specific, Measurable, Assignable,
Realistic, Time-bound) approach for indicator development (Doran, 1981) as it outlines
critical aspects of monitoring tools to be functional and effective for policy (Kirss et al.,
2020). For our analysis, we considered the full set of factors instead of each factor separately.
Thereby, our assessment criteria can be defined as:


Comprehensiveness A: The extent to which the analytical framework approach SUP
systematically so that the factors outlined on it, cover all different phases.
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Comprehensiveness B: The extent to which the analytical frameworks approach
partnerships holistically so that the factors include SUP processes and SUP outcomes.
Comprehensiveness C: The extent to which the analytical frameworks approach
partnerships so that the factors outline clear subcategories under each category of
inputs, processes, and outputs?
Specificity: The extent to which the factors from the frameworks target a specific topic
(i.e., organizational learning, collaboration aspects, etc.). To what extent the framework
presents a definition of these factors instead of an abstract description.
Measurability: The extent to which the proposed factors are measurable or quantifiable to
make their evaluation possible. The extent to which it is possible to collect data for such
factors.
Relevance: To what extent are the factors included in the framework relevant for the
evaluation of SUPs that improve TLPs.
Time-bound: Is it specified by when the indicators should be reached.

Two of the authors of the paper assessed independently the frameworks by identifying
whether each criterion has been met (+), partially met (+/-); not met at all (-). Once the
coding finished, and the independent results were compared, disagreements were discussed
and resolved by consensus, resulting in the table displayed in section 4.2.

3.

Assessment of evaluation frameworks

4.1. Descriptive overview of general aspects
In general, the purpose of the frameworks is related to the description of specific processes
(i.e., collaboration, learning, professional development, etc.) to inform planning and decisionmaking. Regarding the frameworks intended use, we identified that most of them are meant to
provide guidance related to specific partnership elements (i.e., teacher professional
development). Other frameworks include structured guidance to facilitate both evaluation and
planning (e.g., GUSP). Some frameworks provided more flexible guidance (e.g., suggestions
to guide the specific processes). For instance, Teitel and Jacob’s frameworks help guide
practitioners in the assessment of the exploration phase and the evaluation of educational
innovations, respectively.
Regarding the context, we found that, despite some frameworks emerged in the context of
SUPs (or RPPs), they focused on specific purposes (i.e., professional development -PD-), or
specific actors (e.g., pre-service teachers). Other frameworks (Mattessich & Johnson 2018;
Diaz et al., 2015; Jacobs 2000) address a broader range of collaborative initiatives (i.e., multistakeholder partnerships). Furthermore, we noted that most of the frameworks were derived
from a literature review and/or interviews with different stakeholders from real cases. All the
frameworks are multidimensional. Most of them are composed of factors aligned under
different dimensions. Moreover, the GUSP goes one step further and provides additional
tools for decision-making, such as a set of questions to help practitioners negotiate different
ideas about the SUP.
Regarding the framework representation (format), we found that most of the frameworks
provided a list of elements to be considered, organized as a table. We also found graphical
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representations such as Venn diagrams (e.g., Ley et al., 2021) and flowcharts (e.g., Jacobs,
2000). Furthermore, some frameworks (KAM, Mattessich & Johnson, 2018 and GUSP) also
developed their corresponding evaluation instruments (e.g., questionnaires, checklists). Table
1 presents an overview of the general aspects of the frameworks.
4.2. Detailed assessment of evaluation frameworks
The frameworks under review do not comply with the comprehensiveness criterion,
approaching the evaluation of partnerships partially. The assessed frameworks focus on the
collaboration or the outcome, but seldom both. An exemplary framework that considers both
is GUSP (Jones et al., 2016). Moreover, none of the frameworks guides the evaluation
considering the full SUP lifecycle, from exploration to sustainability. Indeed, Diaz et al.
(2015) assess the initial phases of SUPs while anticipating factors that can support
sustainability. Additionally, some frameworks described what would be the expected
Table 1. Overview of frameworks for the evaluation of partnerships
General
Mattessich
Ley et al.,
Henrick et Jones et al., Diaz et al.,
aspects
& Johnson,
2021
al., 2017
2016
2015
2018

Framework

5
Knowledge The Wilder
dimensions
appropriation collaboratio
of
GUSP
model
n factors
effectivenes
(KAM)
inventory
s

Purpose

To identify
To describe, strengths
analyze and and
evaluate
weaknesses
organizationa in
l learning
collaborativ
e settings

Systematic
literature
Interviews
review and
for
interviews
workplace
Context of
regarding
learning and
development
factors that
application in
influence
educational
successful
living labs
collaboratio
n
Use

Analytical
guidance

Evaluative
framework
for
assessing
multiinstitutional
academic
partnership
sustainabilit
y

Teitel, 2001

A conceptual
framework for
assessing PDS
impacts

Jacobs,
2000

Stages in
the process
of
evaluating
educationa
l
innovation

To guide
the
To describe, To
evaluation
organize,
describe,
To evaluate To organize and
of
guide the
analyze,
partnership conceptualize
educationa
evaluation and
readiness
PD
l
of RPPs
evaluate PD
innovation
s

Literature
review on
RPPs and
experts
interviews

Analytical
Analytical
guidance for
guidance
decision-

Interviews
with
stakeholder
s in the
context of a
SUP for
pre-service
teachers

Multistakeholder
PDS
academic
partnerships

Structured
guidance
for

Analytical
guidance
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Evaluation
of
educationa
l
innovation
s

Flexible
Flexible
guidance/specifi
guidance
c evaluation

making

decisionmaking

element

Dimensions
Composition and
constructs

Factors,
Dimensions 3
Dimensions
indicators,
and
components
and factors
and
indicators
elements

Areas of
outcomes and
data sources

10 steps

Main factors 3

6

5

5

3

4

10

# of factors

22

25

15

33

11+

Not
specified

13

Visual
Venn
representatio
diagram
n

Structure of
the
evaluation

Table with
Table with
domains and
indicators
factors

Set of
Set of factors
factors +
+ Likert
Set of
Likert scale
scale
indicators
questionnair
questionnaire
e

Tables
presenting
Explanatory Table expected
each
diagram
outcomes
domain in 3
phases

Flow chart

Set of
factors, set Set of
of questions indicators
+ toolbox

Set of
steps

Set of
orientative
topics

outcomes regarding each one of the factors, providing a more comprehensive guide to
practitioners.
The specificity criteria was met or partially met by all the frameworks. All of them described
and defined the constructs they intended to measure, some of them being more specific and
presenting indicators. Regarding the measurability, the criteria was partially fulfilled by most
of the frameworks as they proposed instruments to evaluate their factors. For instance,
Mattessich & Johnson (2018) uses a Likert scale questionnaire to evaluate the factors
influencing the collaboration between partners. Teitel (2001) provides less structured
guidelines about different sources of data that would help to evaluate each one of the factors
in the framework. The assessment of the relevance showed that despite all the frameworks
assumed that their factors have an influence on successful partnerships, most of them did not
consider the factors directly related with the ability of the SUPs to solve a problem of
educational practice. Indeed, this can be due to the fact several frameworks were not
specifically developed in the context of SUPs.
Most of the frameworks do not establish a time-boundary for their factors. It was not possible
to identify whether all the factors manifest similarly in all phases of the partnerships, for
instance in Mattessich & Johnson’s framework, we do not know if the environment
dimension considers the same factors in all the SUP phases. Nevertheless, Ley et al. (2021)
established that social factors might take some time to happen and hence should be measured
at the middle of an SUP or at the end in order to find significant changes. Moreover, Jones et
al. (2016) described how each of the five domains manifests differently at each SUP phase.
Table 2 presents an overview of the assessment.
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Table 2. Comparative evaluation of frameworks for the evaluation of partnerships
Evaluation criteria and
Ley et
Mattessich &
Henrick et Jones et Diaz et Teitel,
frameworks
al., 2021 Johnson, 2018
al., 2017
al., 2016 al., 2015 2001

Jacobs,
2000

Comprehensiveness A

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

Comprehensiveness B

+/-

-

-

+

-

+/-

-

Comprehensiveness C

-

-

-

+/-

+

+/-

-

Specificity

+

+

+

+/-

+

+/-

+

Measurability

+

+/-

-

+/-

+

+/-

-

Relevance

-

-

+

-

-

+ /-

+

Time-bound
+
+
Note: +: criterion has been met; +/-: criterion has been partially met; -: criterion has not been met, Ns:
Unspecified

This assessment illustrates that the frameworks under review mostly work as broad maps of
factors inﬂuencing partnerships at different levels, which can be used complementary. As
none of the frameworks fulfilled all the criteria but rather seem to complement each other,
elements from each framework could eventually be extracted and synthesized into a single,
more holistic framework to evaluate SUPs that improve TLPs.

4.

Discussion

We have analyzed and compared seven frameworks related to the evaluation of
partnerships or educational innovations. Results illustrate that the assessed frameworks only
partially fulfill our criteria. This assessment highlighted areas of overlap, strengths and
limitations of the selected frameworks. For instance, the inclusion of specific evaluation
components (e.g. the context of the partner organizations, the strategic planning, the
relevance of the innovations, co-creation, etc.) in all the frameworks highlights the
importance of these aspects for the M&E of partnerships. On the other hand, the frameworks
seem to complement each other. While frameworks GUSP and Teitel’s framework focus on
PDS, Mattessich & Johnson, consider the collaborative aspects, KAM focuses on learning,
Jacobs guide practitioners through the evaluation process and Henrick et al. (2017) consider
the orientation towards a problem of educational practice. We also noticed a wide linguistic
diversity in the terms used to describe similar processes. For instance, while KAM uses the
term “adapt” to refer to adaptation processes based on evidence, Mattessich & Johnson
(2018) name it as “Evaluation and continuous learning”. The field of SUPs can promote
greater consensus on how terms are defined within the community, as having an agreed
common language not only would ease the accumulation of knowledge, but also would lead
stakeholders (i.e., teachers, researchers, school leaders) working on SUP evaluation to
achieve a better understanding of the applicability of the different frameworks to their
particular contexts (Fynn, 2020).
We found limited guidance on how to evaluate the educational impact. Only the framework
proposed by Jacobs (2000) provides a step-by-step guide on how to plan the evaluation (but
not monitoring). The framework also includes partnership elements that can be related to the
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educational impact of SUPS that improve TLPs (e.g., combination of summative and
formative assessment, collaborative definition of indicators and outcomes, etc.). These
components represent important aspects to be included when designing an evaluation
framework for SUPs. Some frameworks that intended to support both planning and
evaluation provided insufficient details about how these facilitated M&E. Moreover, it was
not specified if the frameworks are intended to be used by researcher-led or practitioner-led
evaluation, which can influence their applicability. We also identified certain gaps in most of
the assessed frameworks. For instance, aspects related to the measurability of the constructs
are ill-defined, while specific guidelines about how to evaluate, when to evaluate, and how to
perform the dissemination of the evaluation results, often are non-explicit. Such aspects
should be considered in the design of M&E frameworks, as they guide practitioners to make
adjustments in their partnerships (Markiewicz & Patrick, 2016).
How can these frameworks be helpful for the evaluation of SUPs that improve TLPs? While
the importance of an extensive and holistic evaluation of educational programs has been
discussed (OECD, 2013), some researchers advocate for a more pragmatical evaluation
focusing on more meaningful factors influencing SUP impact (McIntyre, 2005). Although an
exhaustive evaluation of an SUP would allow tracking all the variables potentially
influencing TLPs, this is challenging to execute in practice, as there might be too many
research instruments to apply (or those instruments could be too long), hence overwhelming
the participants (Coombe & Davidson, 2015). On the other hand, monitoring and evaluating
only the most influential factors for that specific SUP case may allow practitioners to analyze
them more in depth (Markiewicz & Patrick, 2016). A midpoint would be an approach that
monitors several factors but evaluate fewer of them (Markiewicz & Patrick, 2016). Due to the
ad-hoc nature of this approach, however, it would be difficult to generalize findings from one
case to the others, impacting the transferability of practices within the field of SUP (Clifford
& Millar, 2008; Scherer, 2009).
Despite the existence of several approaches to develop M&E frameworks in education (e.g.,
program theory-driven, learning-driven, use-driven, system-driven, etc.), there is a growing
interest in developing eclectic approaches (Markiewicz & Patrick, 2016). Hence, we consider
that M&E frameworks for SUPs that promote TLPs should probably consider both SUPs
(collaborative) processes and their outcomes. Based on the elements elicited by the assessed
frameworks in this paper, we consider that the evaluation of collaborative processes can
include factors such as the context of the partner institutions (e.g., school characteristics and
needs, national policies, etc.), the relationships between the partners (e.g., communication,
mutualism, etc.), and organizational aspects (e.g., capacity building, social capital etc.).
Regarding the evaluation of SUPs impact in TLPs, future frameworks can include the
different kinds of learning processes (e.g., stakeholder learning, student learning,
organizational learning) and the SUP orientation towards problems of educational practice
(e.g., to what extent the problem that originated the SUP has been solved so far).
The limitations of this work relate to bias in the assessment of the frameworks, the
framework selection and the criteria considered for the evaluation, focusing on SUPs that
improve TLPs. Other limitations include the fact that the literature review did not target
specifically frameworks (i.e., the word framework was not in the query to search for the
papers), but rather used a strategy similar to a snowball approach, using particular SUPs and
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their evaluations as the starting point. Hence, a wider review could be done in the future as
well.

5.

Conclusion

SUPs are rewarding collaborations, for the involved stakeholders, that promote
educational innovations. Nevertheless, they have been evaluated very differently so far and
thereby, the resulting knowledge is scatterly accumulated. Through the assessment of the
seven existing evaluation frameworks, we have come to an understanding of overlapping and
complementary areas that can be useful in the future for the development of frameworks that
guide the evaluation of SUPs that improve TLPs.
Existing frameworks seem to partially evaluate partnerships, focusing on specific aspects of
SUPs, stakeholders or contexts. While future frameworks can focus on factors addressing
both the partnership collaboration process and its outcome (i.e., the potential impact on
TLPs), they could also build upon the frameworks assessed here to synthesize them and adapt
their factors and guidelines to achieve a more complete view of the success and sustainability
of SUPs. Finally, the development of a framework to evaluate SUPs that improve TLPs, can
be nourished by different approaches, considering summative and formative assessment,
constructivist, organizational and learning approaches to provide a rich but deep M&E tool.
Once such a framework is in place, practitioners of SUPs will be able to adapt their practices
to increase their chances of success and sustainability over time, while the field will gain
knowledge about important factors across contexts.
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